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Collision induced desorption and dissociation of O 2 chemisorbed
on Ag „001…

L. Vattuone,a) P. Gambardella, U. Burghaus, F. Cemič, A. Cupolillo, U. Valbusa,
and M. Rocca
INFM and Centro di Fisica delle Superfici e delle Basse Temperature del C.N.R, Dipartimento di Fisica,
via Dodecaneso 33, 16146 Genova, Italy

~Received 24 February 1997; accepted 1 May 1998!

We have investigated desorption and dissociation of O2 chemisorbed on Ag~001! induced by
collision with hyperthermal Xe and Ar atoms by high resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy
and supersonic molecular beam technique. The cross section for both processes increases rapidly
both as a function of angle of incidence and of total impact energy of the inert gas atom. While the
increase with energy is expected, the increase with the angle is somewhat surprising and is sensibly
larger than observed for previously investigated systems. The cross section for desorption decreases
moreover with coverage. In the limit of high impact energy and high coverage its value is always
larger than the one for dissociation. The branching ratio between the two processes depends thereby
on energy and angle of incidence of the inert gas atom. Atomic oxygen is not removed under any
impact condition, because of its larger binding energy. In order to explain the experimental results,
molecular dynamics simulations have been performed using a simple model including multiple
scattering. We find that the angular dependence of the cross section is determined by surface
corrugation and by multiple scattering which suppresses desorption at normal incidence while the
energetic threshold is determined by energy loss to the substrate. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S0021-9606~98!00930-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Collision induced phenomena have been investigate1–5

because of their possible role in explaining the pressure
in catalysis and the effects connected with the presenc
diluent gases.6 In seminal papers Ceyer and co-workers de
onstrated the occurrence of collision induced desorption7 and
dissociation8 of methane physisorbed on Ni~111!. Similar
observations were later also reported for chemisorbed m
ecules ~NH3 on Pt~111!,2 H2O on Ru~001!,3 CO2 on
Re~0001!4!. Recently production of CO2 on O2 and CO pre-
covered Pt~111! was observed.5 Although the existence o
collision induced desorption, dissociation and reaction
been definitely demonstrated, the dependence of the co
sponding cross sections on impact energy and geometry
not yet understood, except in the cases of physisorption,
CH4 on Ni~111!,7,8 and Xe on Pt~111!.9 In both cases a good
agreement between model and experiment could be achi
by using in the former case a hard sphere model and in
latter a full classical dynamic simulation employing realis
potentials. The situation is more complex in the case
chemisorption. Thus, a larger set of data on different syst
is needed. Moreover, such investigations are relevant for
general subject of gas-surface interaction, as chemisorp
corresponds to a well-defined initial state, with known e
ergy and adsorption geometry, including orientation with
spect to the substrate. Since the noble gas atom cannot
chemically, it acts as a vehicle of energy for the molec
and the surface. The collision process samples directly

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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molecule-surface adsorption well, since the response of
molecule to the inert gas depends on depth and curvatur
the chemisorption well as well as on the energy transfe
the vibrational and electronic degrees of freedom of the s
face.

Recently in our laboratory collision induced process
were studied for O2 chemisorbed on Ag~110! observing de-
sorption and dissociation.10 The angular dependence of th
cross sections was, however, not investigated. In the pre
paper we shall present a complete study of the interactio
Xe and Ar with O2 chemisorbed on Ag~001! at 100 K. The
choice is motivated by the fact that O2-Ag has been thor-
oughly investigated in our lab11–18 and elsewhere19–24 and
the system is quite well known. The~111! surface is the leas
reactive and the sticking coefficient is extremely small18,20

while on the~110! and~001! surfaces the molecular stickin
probabilities are comparable. The main and most intrigu
difference between the latter two surfaces is that on Ag~110!
the thermally induced dissociation probability is quite lar
~its low coverage value readspdiss50.63 at 300 K12! while
on Ag~001! desorption dominates~pdiss'431023 at 300 K!.
Buatier et al. suggested dissociation to occur on Ag~001!
only at special sites.13 At 100 K oxygen chemisorbs molecu
larly in a peroxide state21 characterized by two dipole activ
losses: the O-O stretching at about 80 meV and the surf
molecule mode at 30 meV. Recent high resolution elect
energy loss spectroscopy~HREELS! measurements25 show
that the loss at 80 meV actually consists of two losses cl
in energy~79 and 84 meV!, corresponding to adsorption site
of similar binding energy as forecasted in a theoretical pa
0 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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2491J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 109, No. 6, 8 August 1998 Vattuone et al.
by Mehandru and Anderson.26 The sticking probability in-
creases with increasing O2 energy13 and decreases rapidl
with increasing oxygen coverage, as for the case
O2-Ag(110). The binding energy of O2 has been estimated t
be about 0.5 eV/molecule on Ag~110!19 and about 0.4 eV on
Ag~001!.14 Since at low coverage the oxygen thermal d
sorption spectroscopy~TDS! peak occurs at a similar tem
perature for Ag~001!,13 a comparable binding energy is e
pected.

We shall see that upon Xe and Ar bombardment, at h
enough energy, both desorption and dissociation occur
Ag~001!, as was the case also for Ag~110!.10 At high impact
energy the ratio of dissociation to desorption is thereby m
larger with respect to the thermal case. Most intriguing
that both cross sections increase if the Xe beam strikes
sample at grazing incidence. The implications of such
unusual and unexpected behavior will be discussed.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experimental layout has already been descri
elsewhere;27 only a brief summary is given here. It consis
of an ultrahigh vacuum~UHV! chamber, equipped with a
commercial quadrupole mass spectrometer, an ion gun,
tarding field analyzer~RFA!, a cylindrical mirror analyzer
~CMA!, a self-built high resolution electron energy lo
~HREEL! spectrometer designed28 following Ibach’s
prescriptions29 and a supersonic molecular beam. The sp
trometer is capable of a resolution of 3 meV with 105 cps in
the reflected beam. The surface is cleaned in UHV by Ar
sputtering and annealing cycles until no losses are prese
the HREEL spectrum. Oxygen and Xe are dosed by the
lecular beam. Impact energies as high as 0.8 eV for O2 and
2.7 eV for Xe can be obtained by seeding in He and hea
the nozzle up to'730 K. The temperature of the nozzle
measured by a thermocouple and the energy is obtaine
the standard equation:30

Ei5
Mi

^M & K g

g21L kBT, ~1!

whereEi andMi are energy and mass of componenti of the
gas mixture,̂ M & the average mass,g is the ratio of constan
pressure and constant volume specific heats,kB is Boltz-
mann’s constant andT the nozzle temperature. Equation~1!
is strictly valid for a perfect adiabatic expansion. For2
seeded in He~3% concentration! the measured velocity o
the O2 molecules was in reasonable agreement with Eq.~1!
so that we assumed it to hold also for the same concentra
of Xe in He. The flux is measured by a spinning rotor gau
i.e., absolute values of the exposure are obtained. At
crystal position the beam has a diameter of 4 mm, while
diameter of the sample is 10 mm. This ensures that for
angle of incidenceu i<60°, measured with respect to th
surface normal, all the atoms of the beam strike the surf
The experiment was performed at a crystal temperatureTs

5100 K where thermally induced dissociation and deso
tion of O2 are negligible.13
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III. RESULTS

In a typical experimental run, see Fig. 1, the cle
sample is dosed with oxygen by the supersonic molec
beam and then bombarded with rare gas atoms. Oxyge
seeded in helium so that its energy when the nozzle is
room temperature is 0.39 eV. The initial sticking probabil
in these conditions is 0.38.13 After 18 s exposure at norma
incidence a coverage of 0.19 ML ofO2ad is obtained as
calibrated by the retarded reflection method31 and by TDS.
After recording an EEL spectrum, the sample is exposed
xenon~or argon! and another EELS spectrum is recorded a
so on. With increasing exposure to Xe, the intensities of
O-O losses~at 78.5 and 84 meV! and of the Ag-O2 loss ~30
meV! decrease while the intensity of the loss of the Ag
mode at about 35 meV shows up and grows. For oxyg
coverages lower than'0.22 ML, the intensity of the losse
at about 80 meV, normalized to the elastic reflectivity
linear in the coverage,QO2

:15,25

QO2
5c

A80

A0
. ~2!

The calibration constantc is determined by the condition tha
at the end of the 18 s exposure to O2 the total coverage is
0.19 monolayers~ML !. The coverage of atomic oxygen,QO,
is obtained by the normalized intensity of the loss at 35 me
assuming the same dipole moment as for O-Ag~110! ~see
Buatier de Mongeotet al.13!. This assumption should affec
our absolute calibration ofQO by no more than 20%, thus
leaving our conclusions unaffected. The uncertainty on c
erage is estimated to be 0.01 ML. Moreover, we evalua
the contributions of the O2 molecules vibrating at 78.5 an
84 meV by assuming the same numerical value of the dip

FIG. 1. EEL spectra recorded in-specular with electron energyEe53.3 eV
andue563°. In the lower part we show the spectrum recorded after oxy
dosing, corresponding to a coverage of 0.19 ML; in the middle the spect
recorded after an additional exposure of 21 ML of Xe; in the upper part
spectrum recorder after further 42 ML~for a total of 63 ML! of Xe. The Xe
flux is 0.07 ML/s, EXe52.7 eV anduXe50°. 1 ML corresponds to 1.2
1015 atoms/cm2, the surface density of Ag atoms on Ag~001!. The sample
was kept atTs5100 K.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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moment for the two species and fitting the peak around
meV with two Gaussians and a linear background, as sh
in Fig. 2.

The molecular and atomic oxygen coverages are plo
as a function of Xe exposure, as shown in Fig. 3 forEXe

52.2 eV, EXe51.1 eV, and normal incidence. As we sho
in the lower panel forEXe52.2 eV the O2 coverage~1! de-
creases and the O coverage~L! increases with Xe exposure
As shown in the upper panel the decrease involves the
erage of both molecular oxygen species~3 andh! although
at different rates as evidenced by the fact that the ratio o
and 78.5 meV peaks changes from 2.8 to 1.0. ForEXe

51.1 eV the behavior is different:QO2
remains almost unaf

fected by Xe bombardment, but a significant, although slo

FIG. 2. Enlargement of the upper spectrum of Fig. 1 at about 80 m
together with Gaussian fits of the peaks.

FIG. 3. Upper panels: coverage of the 84 meV O2 moiety ~h! and of the
78.5 meV O2 moiety ~3! as a function of exposure to Xe. Lower pane
total O2ad coverage~1! and the atomic oxygen coverageQOad ~L!. The
continuous and dashed lines report the best fit using the formulas give
the text. Two different measurement are reported forEXe52.2 eV~left! and
1.1 eV ~right!.
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increase inQO is observed. This indicates that under the
conditions while desorption is negligible, dissociation is s
important.

Once QO2
and QO as a function of Xe exposure ar

obtained, it is possible to fit the curves and to extract
cross sections for desorptionSdes and for dissociationSdiss.
We can start from the mass balance equations:

dQO2

dt
52SdesFQO2

2SdissFQO2
~3!

and

dQO

dt
52SdissFQO2

, ~4!

whereF is the Xe~or Ar! flux multiplied by the geometric
factor cosuXe to correct for the increase of the illuminate
surface area. We first tried to fit the experimental data
suming that bothSdes andSdiss do not depend on coverage
but this assumption did not lead to a reasonably good fi
the data for low Xe energy: the decrease in the oxygen c
erage being initially faster than obtained by the exponen
fit and later on slower, indicating that the total cross sect
increases with coverage. On the other hand the depend
of the atomic oxygen coverage with exposure is well fitt
with the solution of Eqs.~1! and ~2!, with a coverage inde-
pendentSdiss, at least within experimental accuracy.

We thus fitted the data assuming for

S tot~QO2
!5H a1bQO2 for u>

Sdiss2a

b

Sdiss for u,
Sdiss2a

b

~5!

with b positive. (Sdiss2a)/b corresponds to the coverage
which Sdes vanishes thus leaving open only the dissociat
channel. Solving the differential equation forQO2

we obtain:

QO2
~ t !5

aQO2
~0!e2Fta

a1bQO2
~0!~12e2Fta!

. ~6!

Note that ifa is positive removal of O2adgoes on until all the
molecular oxygen has desorbed or dissociated, while ifa is
negative Sdes vanishes at the coverageQO2cr52(Sdiss

2a)/b and removal of O2 continues due to the dissociatio
channelalone. With these assumptions it was possible to
all the data. Inclusion of second and higher order terms in
expansion ofS tot(QO2

) is meaningless given the experime
tal accuracy. The result of our fit is reported by the lines
Fig. 3.

The so-determined values of the total cross sectionS tot

are summarized in Fig. 4 as a function of Xe~or Ar! energy
EXe(EAr) for normal (uXe~Ar!50°) and grazing incidence
(uXe~Ar!560°) at the initial coverageQO2

50.19 ML.
Most points represent single measurements and the

rors ~covariance error! are obtained by a standardMINUIT

routine, assuming for the data an error of 0.01 ML onQO2

and on QO, and disregarding the negligible error on th

V
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exposure. Such an error~covariance error! is comparable to
the difference in the cross sections obtained from differ
experimental runs~statistical error!.

We focus for the moment the discussion on the larger
of data involving Xe projectiles~s at uXe560° and3 at
uXe50°!.

An angle dependent energetic threshold is present, w
readsEthr'0.8 eV atu i560° andEthr'1.8 eV atuXe50°.
S tot at uXe50° could possibly match the valueS tot at uXe

560° with a smaller slope below 1.8 eV.
S tot(Ei) increases by one order of magnitude over ab

0.5 eV at largeEi and atuXe50° while the increment is only
a factor of 3 atuXe560°. The different slopes are probab
due to a saturation effect for the 60° data.

The critical value of the molecular oxygen covera
Qcr , for which Sdes vanishes, is shown in Fig. 5. Two pos
sible situations occur:~i! at high Xe energyQcr is negative,
implying that desorption is active until complete removal
O2 has taken place,Sdes being always non-negative;~ii ! at
low Xe energyQcr is positive, i.e., desorption ends whe
there is still molecular oxygen on the surface, and furt
removal is due to dissociation alone.

The fitting procedure using Eq.~3! also was applied
separately to the two oxygen moieties and yielded the res
shown in Fig. 6. Obviously this analysis is physically mea
ingful only provided that site exchange is negligible. Th
assumption is neither proved nor disproved by our exp
ment. As one can see while the order of magnitude of
cross section is similar for both moietiesS tot is systemati-
cally larger for the species vibrating at 84 meV, indicati
that preferential removal takes place. The difference betw
the cross sections for the two species is significant with
spect to the experimental uncertainty as:

~1! all the experimental point for the 84 meV moiety a
higher than the corresponding value for the 78.5 m
moiety;

FIG. 4. Total cross section as a function of Xe~or Ar! energy at 0.19 ML
coverage of O2 for u560°: s ~or h for Ar! and foru50°: 3 ~or L for
Ar!. The data reported in Ref. 10 for Xe/O2-Ag(110) ~at normal incidence!
are shown by%.
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~2! at large Xe exposures the coverages of the two spe
are comparable, while at the beginning the coverage
the 78.5 meV moiety is about one-third of the one of t
84 meV species, as evident from Fig. 1. The differe
values ofS tot for the two species indicate either a larg
propension for desorption or for dissociation of the
meV moiety. However, since its relative concentrati
on the surface diminishes with Xe exposure whileSdiss

displays no marked dependence onQO2
we have to con-

clude that the relevant mechanism is enhanced des
tion of the 84 meV moiety. This species should therefo
sit in the short bridge site while the 79 meV moiety s
in the less exposed fourfold hollow site. This assignm
is in accord with the smaller charge transfer to the2

FIG. 5. Critical O2 coverage, at whichSdesvanishes, as a function of energ
and angle of incidence for Xe bombardment. The symbols have the s
meaning as in Fig. 4. The inset clarifies the definition ofQcr .

FIG. 6. Total cross section as a function of Xe~or Ar! energy at 0.19 ML
coverage of O2 for the two O2 species corresponding to the losses at 7
meV ~left! and 84 meV~right!, as a function of angle and energy. Symbo
have the same meaning as in Fig. 4.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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~and hence with the higher O-O vibrational frequenc!
expected for the site with lower coordination.

In Fig. 7 we show the angular dependence of the to
cross section at high Xe energy for the two O2 moieties. The
cross section increasesstronglywith uXe , contrary to expec-
tation for normal energy scaling~decrease! or total energy
scaling~constant!.

The dependence of the atomic oxygen coverage on
exposure is obtained by solving Eqs.~3! and ~4!. It reads:

QO~ t !52
Sdiss

b
ln

a1bQO2
~0!~12e2Fat!

a
~7!

indicated by the dashed line in Fig. 3.Sdiss is reported in Fig.
8, as a function of Xe~Ar! energy at normal and grazin

FIG. 7. Total cross section for removal of molecular oxygen, for the 7
meV moiety ~3! and 84 meV moiety~h! and the total value~1! as a
function of uXe , at EXe52.7 eV.

FIG. 8. Cross section for dissociation. The meaning of the symbols is
same as in Fig. 4. The% indicate the values reported for Xe/O2-Ag(110)
~Ref. 10!.
Downloaded 13 Jul 2001 to 128.178.50.59. Redistribution subject to AI
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incidence.
We observe also forSdiss a strong increase withEXe and

uXe ~or EAr anduAr! with similar thresholds as observed fo
S tot . Sdes is much larger thanSdiss at largeEi while close to
the thresholdSdiss becomes dominant. This behavior is ev
denced also when plotting the branching ra
(Sdiss/S tot(0.19 ML)) versus impact energy, as shown
Fig. 9. It decreases withEXe for uXe50°, but it is indepen-
dent ofEXe at uXe560°. While the error bars given by erro
theory are quite large the effect is clearly present. As sho
in the right-hand panel of Fig. 3, the only effect of Xe bom
bardment at this low Xe energy is a slow increase of
dissociated oxygen coverage.

Alternatively, we also performed measurements of
cross section for desorption, recording the oxygen par
pressure by a residual gas quadrupole mass spectrom
~QMS!. Two typical traces are shown in Fig. 10, with the X

5

e

FIG. 9. Initial branching ratio (Sdiss/S tot) as a function of Xe energy. The
meaning of the symbols is the same as in Fig. 4.

FIG. 10. QMS signal of O2 recorded during exposure to Xe for two differen
angles of incidence. The Ag~001! surface is precovered with O2 and at time
t50 the Xe beam hits on the surface.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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beam impinging on the sample at normal and grazing in
dence (u i560°). The beam initially enters the chamb
without striking the sample. Then, att50, the flag in front of
the Ag crystal is turned down and the Xe beam hits
surface. Oxygen desorption is monitored by the QMS sig
at mass 32,I O2

5I 2I background, which is proportional to the
flux of oxygen desorbing from the Ag~001! surface@I O2

(t)
52kQMSdQO2

/dt, kQMS being a calibration constant#. The
signal at mass 32,I O2

, is calibrated with the signal recorde
when an oxygen beam of known flux enters the cham
under the same pumping conditions as in the collision
periment. It is evident from Fig. 10 that the oxygen yield
normal incidence~the upper panel! is much smaller than un
der grazing impact conditions~the lower panel!. This inde-
pendently confirms the EELS result.

From measurements such as the one reported in Fig
we can derive the time dependence of the oxygen cover
given by

QO2
~ t !5QO2

~0!21/kQMSE
0

t

I O2
~t!dt2

1

2
QO~ t ! ~8!

and from the definition of the cross section for desorptio

dQO2

dt
52Sdes~QO2

!QO2
Ft, ~9!

we obtain:

S~QO2
!5

I O2
~ t !

kQMSFQO2
~ t !

. ~10!

In determiningQO2
(t) we neglected the last term in Eq.~8!

as for grazing incidence data, the only one for which
QMS signal is high enough to be suitable for the pres
direct analysis, the branching ratio is very small, as appa
from Fig. 9. The QMS signal,I O2

(t), the corresponding re
sidual coverage of oxygen,Q(t), and the result of Eq.~10!,
i.e., S(QO2

), are shown in Fig. 11. In the upper panel t
QMS data~dashed line! are compared with the EELS resu
for QO2

~h! andQO ~s!. QO is negligible except for large
exposure time, thus justifying our assumption of neglect
it.

As apparent from the bottom panel of Fig. 11,Sdes in-
creases linearly withQO2

aboveQO2
50.05 ML, thus sup-

porting the linear dependence of the cross section onQO2

used to fit the EELS data. The spread in the data point
low coverage is caused by the divergence of the error, as
~10! corresponds then to the ratio of small quantities. T
method is in this case simpler and faster than the EE
method, but for a correct analysis it needs independent in
mation~obtained in our case by EELS! aboutQO. It is more-
over limited to relatively large values of the cross sect
and it can therefore be applied only for a very limited ran
of energies and angles of incidence. As shown in the up
panel of Fig. 11, the QMS data analysis is in good agreem
with the EELS result.

We finally performed a similar experiment dosing ox
gen on the sample at room temperature, when O2 chemisorbs
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dissociatively, and then exposing the surface to an energ
Xe beam at normal and grazing incidence. No desorpt
could be detected by our residual gas analyzer and no
crease in the intensity of the Ag-O loss was observed e
after an exposure to Xe as large as 263 ML. Assumin
coverage independent cross section as reasonable sinc
coverage of atomic oxygen is lower than 0.06 ML, and
relative reproducibility of the EELS intensities of 10%, w
obtain an upper limit of the cross section for desorption
atomic oxygen of 531023 Å 2. This result is in accord with
the large binding energy~'1.8 eV19! of dissociated oxygen

In order to investigate the dependence of the cross
tion on the mass of the incident particle, we investiga
desorption and dissociation of O2 on Ag~001! also for Ar
bombardment. Because of the smaller mass ratio with the
carrier gas, the impact energy is in this case limited toEAr

<1.3 eV. The data are reported byh (u i560°) and L
(u i50°) in Figs. 4 and 8 for the total and the dissociati
cross section, respectively. In the energy range acces
both by Ar and by Xe the energy and angle dependence
S tot andSdiss are quite similar. This indicates that process
other than collisions are of marginal importance, e.g., if
processes would have been mediated by the formation
negative ion resonance induced by the creation of hot e
trons during the collision a larger cross section would ha
been expected for Xe than for Ar.32

A closer inspection of Figs. 4 and 8 reveals that Ar
slightly more efficient than Xe for both desorption and d
sociation. This effect is due to the mass mismatch betw
the noble gas atom and oxygen so that the energy transf
the Ar-O2 collision is more efficient: 99% of the initial Ar
energy is transferred to dioxygen in a head-on collisio
compared to 63% when the projectile is a xenon atom.

FIG. 11. Upper panel: residual O2 coverage~as evaluated by integrating th
QMS signal reported in the lower panel of Fig. 10! as a function of time, and
lower panel: cross section for O2 desorption as a function of coverage~L!.
In the upper panel we also report the molecular oxygen coverage~h! and
the atomic oxygen coverage~s! obtained by EELS under the same cond
tions.EXe52.7 eV anduXe560°.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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IV. DISCUSSION OF THE DATA

The maximum value ofS tot is observed atuXe560° and
reads (2868) Å2. Such a value is quite large, but not u
reasonable as the maximum value expected for a hard sp
model would be 46 Å2. This value compares moreover wit
Sdes'20 Å2 found by Ceyeret al. for Ar collision with
CH4-Ni(111).7 For Ag~110! Åkerlundet al.10 found at nor-
mal incidenceS tot50.08 Å2 at EXe51.6 eV and 0.22 Å2 at
EXe52.6 eV which should be compared withS tot50.016
60.005 Å2 and 0.360.1 Å2 for Ag~001! under the same
conditions. The discrepancy is in our opinion not significa
in view of the limited set of data for Ag~110!. Also the
branching ratios between desorption and dissociation for
two surfaces are similar in agreement with the local nature
the collision process.

In the following we shall limit the discussion to the X
case for which the data basis is larger. We shall anal
separately the different observed effects.

A. Branching ratio

At grazing incidence the initial branching ratio for X
bombardment is independent of energy within experime
error ~see Fig. 9!; at normal incidence, on the other hand,
increases with decreasing Xe energy. At largeEi the branch-
ing ratio is independent ofu i . The measured branching rat
reads in the latter conditions'431022 and is'10 times
larger than the thermal value ('431023) appropriate for
O2-Ag(001).13 At normal incidence and lowEi it goes up to
more than 0.5 thus becoming'100 times larger than ther
mally. This situation corresponds to the right-hand panel
Fig. 3: under such conditions onlySdiss contributes signifi-
cantly toS tot , giving accordingly a positiveQcr , as shown in
Fig. 5.

The low energy limit at normal incidence is comparab
to the thermal value for O2-Ag(110) at room temperatur
~'0.5 at large O2 coverage12! and to the collision induced
ratio for the same surface under similar conditio
~'0.2010!.

This effect can be rationalized remembering that the b
rier for desorption is slightly larger than the barrier for d
sociation as demonstrated by TDS.19 When EXe is compa-
rable toEthr ~as is indeed the case at normal incidence! the
difference in the energy thresholds for the two phenom
cannot be neglected any more and dissociation beco
more important. The fact that the branching ratio measu
under these conditions compares well with the one found
Ag~110! indicates that the barrier height difference is simil
At grazing incidence, whenEXe is by far larger thanEthr , the
branching ratio is no longer affected by the energetics an
reflects the available phase space at disposition for disso
tion and desorption. The much smaller thermal value
Ag~001! with respect to Ag~110! indicates therefore that th
available phase space for dissociation and not the differe
in the barrier heights is responsible for the different therm
branching ratio of the two surfaces and that in the collis
process only part of the phase space is sampled.
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B. Coverage dependence

The increase of the cross section with O2 coverage is
explained by the decrease in the heat of adsorption du
lateral repulsive interactions between the admolecules.
desorption yield is consequently not exponential with tim
This result is at variance with the data obtained by A˚ kerlund
et al. for Pt~111!10 where a very good fit was obtained with
coverage-independent cross section. The difference is in
cord with the different thermal desorption spectra whi
show for the case of O2-Ag(001) an intense shoulder on th
low temperature side at high coverage,14 while such a feature
is absent for Pt~111!. However, a similar dependence ofS tot

on QO2
was observed also for O2-Ag(110)10 although no

high coverage shoulder is present in the thermal desorp
spectra.24

C. Energy and angle dependence

In literature the energy dependence ofSdiss was de-
scribed by the function:

Sdiss~Ei !5k
~Ei2Ethr!

N

Ei
, ~11!

whereEthr is the threshold energy. The formula was dev
oped for bimolecular collision leading to dissociation in g
phase scattering, a situation which is different from our ca
but it was also used as an interpolation formula by Lew
et al.2 to describe collision induced cross sections for deso
tion on surfaces. Analyzing the data of Fig. 4 according
Eq. ~11! we obtainEthr51.56 eV andN53.7 at normal in-
cidence andEthr50.92 eV andN52.8 at grazing incidence
Ignoring for the moment the angular dependence ofEthr we
note that both values are much larger than the binding ene
of molecular oxygen~UO2

50.4 eV/molecule14!. The dis-
crepancy can be explained by the following argument s
gested by Szulcewski and Lewis:2 The kinetic energy of the
O2 molecule after head on collision with a Xe atom impin
ing normally onto the surface with energyEXe is:

EO2

i 5EXe

4mXemO2

~mXe1mO2
!2 . ~12!

In the collision with the surface the O2 molecule undergoes
an energy loss to the Ag atoms and is reflected with ene

EO2

f 5EO2

i S 12
4meffmO2

~meff1mO2
!2D , ~13!

wheremeff is the effective mass of Ag. Desorption occurs
EO2

f is larger than the binding energy of chemisorbed O2, so

that UO2
can be estimated from the energy thresholdEthr :

UO2
5EthrS 12

4meffmO2

~meff1mO2
!2D S 4mXemO2

~mXe1mO2
!2D . ~14!

This approach leads for our normal incidence value (Ethr

51.56 eV) and withmeff52mAg5216 amu to a reasonabl
estimate ofUO2

50.5 eV.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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This result is, however, not rigorous for the followin
reasons.

~1! The effective mass is not knowna priori and has to be
obtained by scattering experiments or complicated ca
lations.

~2! The formula works exactly only for head on collision
~zero impact parameter!.

~3! For a chemisorbed molecule the assumption of a tw
body collision between Xe and O2 and then between O2
and Ag may not be correct, as when the Xe atom collid
with the O2 molecule, the latter immediately experienc
the repulsive potential energy surface, so that the mo
of O2 is influenced by the positions of Ag atoms. In oth
words, the O2 molecule is squashed in between the
atom and the surface and the collision involves ma
bodies.

Moreover, Eqs.~11! and ~14! do not contain an angle
dependence ofEthr , contrary to the experimental results.
more complicated angular dependent relation~see, i.e., Ref.
9!, but still true only for single collisions, gives a higher
energy threshold at grazing incidence, contrary to exp
ment. The disagreement has to be ascribed to multiple s
tering effects, not included in the theoretical relation of R
9, which suppress the cross section at normal incidence,
obscuring the simpler single-scattering behavior. We s
come back to this point later. In trying to explain the angu
enhancement we observe experimentally, one might cons
the possibility of an enhancement ofS tot by a cascade effect
i.e., taking into account the possibility that the energetic
atom hits an oxygen molecule which then, having acquire
large parallel momentum, hits another O2 molecule leading
to multiple desorption events. This hypothesis has to be
jected because the increase ofS tot with uXe is observed also
in the low coverage limit, where the O2 molecules are too fa
apart to make multiple desorption significant. Moreov
such a process would contribute only in the high energy li
and has thus to be excluded near threshold.

To our knowledge, none of the previously investigat
systems exhibits a similar enhancement ofS with the angle
of impact of the projectile.

Beckerleet al.7 found a limited increase~of about a fac-
tor of 2! in the cross section for desorption of CH4 on
Ni~111! at high Ar energy (51.8 kcal/mol'2.2 eV/atom) as
uAr changes from 0° to 70°. This increase was quantitativ
accounted for by the contribution of mirror collisions. Th
inert gas atom may directly hit the methane molecule~direct
collision! or hit first the surface and, after reflection, hit th
physisorbed gas molecule~mirror collision!. The latter con-
tribution is substantial at high energy and at grazing in
dence, since the Ar atom retains a significant part of its
ergy after being reflected from the surface and it is s
capable of transferring to methane a sufficient amount
energy to make it desorb.

The steric factors, i.e., the radius of the rare gas at
the dimensions of the molecule and, above all, its equi
rium distance from the surface, play a key role in determ
ing the importance of the mirror collision contribution to th
cross section. At low energy the effect is small because
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noble gas atom may not be energetic enough to cause m
ane desorption after being reflected by the surface. Beck
et al.were able to explain the complex energetic and angu
dependence ofSdes by a hard sphere model,7 allowing en-
ergy transfer to the surface by introducing an effective ma
used as a fitting parameter. With similar arguments and us
a reasonable interpolation function for the dissociation pr
ability they could also explain the energetic and angular
pendence ofSdiss.

8

A complex angular dependence ofSdes on the angle of
incidence of Ar was found for NH3 chemisorbed on Pt~111!:
Sdes initially increases withuAr and then decreases again2

Szulczewski and Lewis2 explained the value of the energ
threshold in a straightforward way and attributed the co
plex angular dependence ofSdesto surface corrugation. Am-
monia was also reported to dissociate by collision with
with an energy independentSdiss, which increases mono
tonically by about a factor of 3 when moving from normal
grazing incidence. The role of the surface corrugation w
invoked to explain the complete breakdown of normal e
ergy scaling but no quantitative model was suggested.

A small increase ofSdiss was observed also for CO o
Ni~111!1 but, even in this case, no explanation was give
For H2O on Ru~001!3 and CO2 on Re~0001!4 the angular
dependence of the cross section was not reported.

To the best of our knowledge, forno systemthe increase
in Sdes andSdiss with the angle of incidence of the inert ga
atom is as large as we find for O2-Ag(001). Mirror collision
cannot account for such an increase, as the chemisorp
distance of the O2 molecule is too small~1.75 Å26!.

V. MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATION

A. Description of the model

In order to account for the unexpected and anomal
results, we performed classical molecular dynamics~MD!
simulations. We modeled the surface as a grid of 10310
silver atoms of radiusr Ag51.44 Å of massmeff , with ~001!
geometry and lattice parameterl 52.88 Å. The oxygen atom
is represented by a sphere of radius 1.125 Å, intermed
between the O-O distance~1.5 Å! and the O radius~0.75 Å!.
First, we put the oxygen molecule in the fourfold-hollo
site, at a heighth above the surface plane given by

h5A~r Ag1d1r O2
!22~ l /2!22r Ag , ~15!

whered is the separation between the surfaces of the h
spheres used to model the Ag atoms and the oxygen m
ecule. It is the maximum distance the O2 molecule may
travel freely from its initial equilibrium position before col
liding with the Ag surface. The separationd is arbitrarily set
to 0.1 Å, for a chemisorbed molecule, a substantially lar
value being more appropriate for a physisorbed syst
where the adsorbate sits well above the surface plane.

The description of the surface as a square array of r
spheres in fixed position is very similar to the model used
Beckerleet al., with the additional inclusion of corrugation
In conclusion, our model describes the O2 and Xe ~or Ar!-
surface interaction as a collision between hard spheres~Xe,
Ar or O2! with a rigid surface, whose corrugation is dete
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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mined by r Ag . When r Ag51.44 Å, the surface is strongl
corrugated, while whenr Ag is large, the limit of a flat surface
is approached. From simple geometrical considerations
can define a corrugation parameter across the Ag at
along the^11̄0& direction,cAg :

cAg5r AgF12A12S l

2r Ag
D 2G , ~16!

which can be varied between 1.44 Å and'0. A hard wall is
assumed for the Xe-O2 interaction as well as for the Xe
surface and O2-surface interaction. In the time between co
lisions both Xe and O2 do not experience any force. Withi
this simple model, the trajectories can be determined ana
cally as follows: ~i! for Xe-O2 collisions the velocities of
both particles after the interaction are determined by ene
and momentum conservation and by the requirement tha
central force approximation holds;~ii ! for Xe-surface and
O2-surface collisions, conservation of momentum in the
rection orthogonal to thelocal surface normal is imposed
while along that direction we impose that O2 ~or Xe or Ar!
transfers the fraction of its kinetic energy given by:

DE

En
5

4mmeff

~m1meff!
2 , ~17!

where m is the mass of O2 ~or Xe or Ar! and meff is the
effective mass of Ag. The local surface normal is defined
the direction connecting the centers of the Ag surface a
involved in the collision to the impact point of the projecti
atom ~Xe! or molecule~oxygen!.

The simulation is started with the Xe~or Ar! atom at 100
Å away from the surface, with velocity along a directio
forming an angleu i with the surface normal. O2 is at rest in
the fourfold hollow site.

The first collision to take place is uniquely determin
by the initial positions and velocities of Xe. The subsequ
evolution of the system is determined analytically impos
the rules~i! and ~ii !. In between two collisions both Xe~or
Ar! and O2 move withconstantvelocity.

When no further collisions occur, O2 is considered to be
desorbed if:~a! its final normal kinetic energy is larger tha
the binding energy,UO2

50.4 eV/molecule,and ~b! its ve-
locity is directed away from the surface.

The cross section for each Xe~or Ar! energy and angle
is evaluated by running a large numberNtot of trajectories,
with Xe ~or Ar! initial positions randomly chosen over
20 Å320 Å square. IfNdes trajectories end with desorption
the cross section is given by

Sdes5
Ndes

Ntot
400 Å2. ~18!

The relative statistical error of Sdes is estimated to be
1/ANdes. A set of 10 000 trajectories was found to give co
verged results, for cross sections larger than about 0.022.

Dissociation is not included in our model, as we belie
that a much more realistic and complex potential is requi
to describe energy transfer to the internal degrees of free
of the oxygen molecule. In particular it is known that as2
approaches the Ag surface, the O-O distance increases
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potential being dependent both on molecule-surface dista
and intermolecular elongation.33 This extension is, however
well beyond the scope of the present paper, as even the
sophisticated available simulations of the relatively simp
process of O2 interaction with Ag~110!34 do not fully explain
the experimental data and a realistic simulation of collis
induced dissociation would be an even more difficult task

However, as dissociation is negligible compared to d
sorption except for a very limited energy range at norm
incidence, our assumption is not unreasonable. We shall
a posteriorithat with our simple and rough model the qua
tative behavior of the experimental cross sections is w
described and we shall demonstrate that the present mod
moreover able to give a qualitative description of a lar
variety of systems.

We have also checked our program by computing
cross sections for the Ar-CH4-Ni system of Beckerleet al. at
different energies and angles, obtaining the same results

B. Results of MD simulations

A typical outcome of the simulation is shown in Fig. 1
where the initial positions of the trajectories leading to d
sorption are reported. We note that the contribution of mir
collisions is negligible. This holds also for other impact e
ergies and angles. This behavior is at variance with what
found for physisorbed systems and is due to the fact that
chemisorbed O2 molecule sits close to the surface. For t
physisorbed CH4-Ni system mirror collisions gave a factor o
2 increase in the cross section at high energy and gra
incidence.

We have calculatedSdes as a function ofEXe for differ-
ent uXe and for three different values ofmeff5150, 300, and
1500 amu, as well as for three different values of the surf
corrugationcAg51.44, 0.44, and 0.04 Å. The results a
shown in Fig. 13.

FIG. 12. Map of the initial position of Xe leading to desorption of O2 ~s! at
EXe53.5 eV anduXe560° ~140 events out of 10 000!. The O2 molecule sits
in the center of the frame and has a radius of 1.125 Å. The isolated ev
leading to desorption correspond to indirect collision where the Xe a
first hits the surface and then the oxygen molecule.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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We note the following.
~a! whenmeff is small~bottom row of panels!, i.e., when

energy loss to the substrate is important, the energy thres
is higher and the value of the cross section smaller than
largemeff ~top row of panels!. In the latter case a negligibl
amount of energy is indeed transferred to the sample.

~b! The angular dependence ofSdesis energy dependent:
For fixed values ofcAg and meff the cross section tends t
become angle independent in the high Xe energy lim
where it approaches saturation.

~c! If the surface iscorrugatedenough~see the panel in
the left and central column in Fig. 13!, at intermediate and
low energy the cross section at grazing incidence is m
larger than at normal incidence. Such behavior is due to
effects.

~i! the ability of the corrugation to convert parallel in
normal momentum, thus favoring desorption at grazing in
dence and~ii ! suppression of desorption for normal inc
dence caused by multiple collisions. Formeff about 1.5 times
the Ag mass andcAg larger than 0.44 Å~see the bottom left
and bottom central panels! this effect occurs at comparab
energy as observed for our system.

~d! On the contrary for a flat surface at low energy w
observe for largemeff a decrease ofS with u due to the lower
normal energy available for desorption. Normal energy sc
ing is approached as observed for a physisorbed system
as CH4-Ni at low energy, as long as mirror collisions a
negligible.

~e! At intermediate corrugations and smallmeff the ef-
fects~c! and~d! overlap and the angular dependence ofSdes

can benonmonotonic. This effect was indeed observed fo
desorption of NH3 on Pt~111!.2

The model is, however, too crude to give full quantit
tive results. Since the absolute value of the cross sec
depends on the assumptions about the radius of Xe
above all on the approximation of O2 as a hard sphere, n
attempt is made tofit the experimental data, but we limit th
discussion to a semiquantitative description of the dynam

FIG. 13. Cross section as a function ofEXe at differentuXe for different
values ofmeff andcAg . 3: uXe50°; L: uXe530°; h: uXe560°.
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In particular the model has the following limits.
~a! It completely neglects the effect of the presence of

adsorption well for oxygen and for Xe, implying arefraction
effect, i.e., a change of direction when the Xe approaches
surface or when the O2 desorbs. Such effect is negligible a
energies much larger than the well depth~about 0.1 eV for
Xe and 0.4 eV for oxygen! and affects the angular distribu
tion of scattering.

~b! The collision is treated asimpulsive, an approxima-
tion whose validity has to be checked by self-consistency
the result. In our case it is reasonable except for the low
energies.

~c! The effective mass and the surface corrugation
assumed to beenergy independent, for sake of simplicity and
to avoid further arbitrary assumptions. While this cannot
fect the qualitative conclusions attained, it may change
values of the parameters while attempting a fit to the exp
mental data.

The results of the calculations forcAg51.44 Å and
meff5150 amu for Ar in the energy range 0.5–1.5 eV a
shown in Fig. 14. It is apparent thatSdes(Ei ,u i) is similar to
the one obtained for Xe projectiles. The larger efficiency
Ar in the momentum transfer process, its mass being clo
to the oxygen mass than that of Xe, is partly balanced by
smaller size of the Ar atom, so that the resulting cross s
tions are comparable to those obtained with Xe at sim
energies.

We finally investigated the cross section for a corruga
surface withcAg51.44 Å with meff5150 amu, with the oxy-
gen molecule placed in the short bridge site with its a
connecting two Ag atoms. Two equivalent sites are poss
by symmetry. As shown in the inset of Fig. 15 the symme
is broken by the direction of the impinging Xe atom. Th
cross section is different, being larger when Xe imping
along the molecular axis. Note that as oxygen is treated
sphere, the difference isnot due to the different geometrica
area of the O2 molecule viewed by Xe. When impinging
parallel to the molecular axis~the left-hand panel!, Xe forces
the molecule to immediately collide with Ag while whe

FIG. 14. Cross section as a function ofEAr at different uAr for cAg

51.44 Å and meff5150 amu. Symbols indicate:3: uAr50°; L: uAr

530°; h: uAr560°.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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impinging normally to it the O2 moves toward a valley in the
local surface corrugation before colliding with Ag. The d
ferent collision geometry is, therefore, essential in determ
ing the magnitude of the angular enhancement of the c
section for desorption. In the former case our simulatio
yield a larger cross section than for a molecule sitting in
fourfold hollow site~see the bottom left-hand panel of Fi
13!, in the latter case a slightly smaller value. On the aver
the O2 in the bridge site is removed more efficiently in a
cord with experiment.

We can gain more insight into the mechanism unde
ing the angular enhancement ofSdesby looking more closely
at two effects: the average energy loss to the substratej as a
function of EXe and the contribution of multiple collision
during the desorption process. The former effect is show
Fig. 16 for the corrugated and flat surface cases and for
values of the effective mass.

If meff is high, the energy transfer to the Ag substra
plays a negligible role, so that a large fraction of the init
Xe energy is available to desorb or dissociate the O2 mol-
ecule. Whenmeff is low, on the contrary, energy transfer
the substrate is substantial. This result is independent of
face corrugation. At normal incidence a large fraction of t
initial energy is lost to the substrate, while at grazing in
dence it is smaller, making more energy available for oxyg
desorption or dissociation. The average energy availabl
the O2 molecules increases thereby by a factor of 1.5~at 3.5
eV! when moving from normal to grazing incidence. O
simulations show that corrugation has little influence on
average energy loss but is essential in converting par
momentum into normal momentum, thus enabling desorp
of chemisorbed O2. Most probably, it also favors energ
transfer into the internal degrees of freedom of the molec
thereby determining the observed growth ofSdiss with u i .

FIG. 15. Cross section as a function ofEXe at different uXe for cAg

51.44 Å andmeff5150 amu. Oxygen is now in the short bridge site, X
atoms impinge along the O-O axis~left! and normally to it~right!. Symbols
have the same meaning as in Fig. 13. The initial conditions are generate
the Monte Carlo method. The statistical uncertainty is shown by the e
bars. The data foruXe50° were obtained with twice as many trajectories
for uXe530° anduXe560°.
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Multiple collision effects are analyzed in Fig. 17, whe
we compare the results of the simulations when includ
multiple scattering~MS, bottom panels! and when allowing
for a single one oxygen-Xe collision~SS, upper panels!. In
the last case the Xe atom is ‘‘switched off’’ immediate
after the first collision with the O2 molecule. The simulation
was run for substantial energy transfer~meff5300 amu,
where the angular dependence is expected to be large in
expected energy range! for a corrugated~the left-hand pan-

by
r

FIG. 16. Energy transferred to the surface as a function of Xe initial ene
for two values ofmeff and two values ofcAg , for oxygen in the fourfold
hollow site. Symbols have the same meaning as in Fig. 13.

FIG. 17. Sdes vs EXe under conditions of significant energy loss to th
substrate (meff5300 amu) for the corrugated (cAg51.44 Å) and essentially
flat Ag~100! surface (caA50.04 Å) as calculated with inclusion of multiple
oxygen-Xe collision~MS, as all the simulations presented in the previo
figures, lower panels! and removing the Xe atom after the first Xe-oxyge
collision ~SS, upper panels!. Symbols indicate:3: uXe50°; h: uXe560°.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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els! and flat~the right-hand panels! surface. The following is
apparent.

~1! In the single scattering approximation without corrug
tion the cross section at normal incidence is larger th
~at low energy! or comparable with~at high energy! the
cross section at grazing incidence. Inclusion of corru
tion, always within the single scattering approximatio
does not modify the qualitative features of the cross s
tion curves.

~2! The energy threshold under single scattering conditi
is lower at normal incidence as theoretically expecte9

~3! Both multiple scatteringand corrugation are needed t
explain the angular dependence of the cross section
perimentally observed.

~4! Inclusion of multiple scattering suppresses both norm
and grazing incidence cross sections, but this actio
stronger for normal incidence.

The calculated behavior is in agreement with the follo
ing mechanism: After collision with the O2 molecule the Xe
atom continues its approach toward the surface becaus
momentum conservation, and thus it must collide again w
the O2. The oxygen molecule is then squashed between
and the surface, thus preventing it from desorbing. This
fect is enhanced for adsorption in a highly coordinated site
a corrugated surface, where the substrate atoms surroun
the hollow delimit a volume where the molecule is trapp
as is the case for O2 adsorbed in the fourfold hollow o
Ag~001!.

The collision induced desorption is thus a complex p
cess, where at least three effects are fundamental in d
mining the real behavior, namelyenergy loss to the sub
strate, surface corrugation and multiple scattering.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated the angular and energetic dep
dence of the cross section for desorption and dissociatio
chemisorbed O2 on Ag~001! at 100 K by Xe bombardment
The main results can be summarized as follows.

~1! The cross section for dissociation is smaller than
one for desorption, except at lowEi and near normal inci-
dence. The branching ratio for the two processes at h
impact energy is thereby one order of magnitude larger t
for the thermal case because of the larger energy avail
and of the different part of phase space which is sample
the collision process. At low impact energy and normal
cidence the branching ratio becomes even larger~100 times
more than thermally! and comparable to the Xe/O2-Ag(110)
case.

~2! Sdes and Sdiss increase strongly with increasing en
ergy and angle of incidence of the impinging gas ato
While the former effect is expected, the angular depende
is much larger than observed in previous studies. T
anomalous angular dependence ofSdes andEthr arises from
the significant energy loss to the substrate and from the p
ence of substantial surface corrugation under realistic m
tiple scattering conditions, as demonstrated by MD calcu
tions. The enhancement ofSdesat grazing incidence is, thus
due to the larger energy available to the O2 in the normal
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direction after the collision process and to the efficient s
pression of desorption at normal incidence because of m
tiple collisions and of the squeezing of the O2 in the fourfold
hollow. The effect onSdiss is less clear and is probably con
nected to the larger average energy transferred to O2 at graz-
ing incidence. This explanation is supported by the sim
angular and energetic dependence ofSdes and Sdiss. Our
simple hard sphere model including surface corrugation
multiple scattering explains why a large enhancement ofSdes

was not observed for the previous systems, dealing ei
with harder substrates with limited energy transfer to
surface, or with less corrugated systems. It is moreover a
to describe a wide class of possible energy and angle de
dences of the cross section for desorption, depending on
relative role of energy loss to the surface and corrugatio

~3! Sdes increases with coverage, most probably beca
of the decrease of the heat of adsorption due to repul
interactions between molecules.

~4! The behavior ofS tot is similar for molecules of oxy-
gen vibrating at 78.5 and 84 meV, indicating a similar bin
ing energy and, following the theory of Mehandru an
Anderson,26 supporting the assignment to fourfold hollo
and short bridge sites, respectively.26 The slightly higher
value for the 84 meV species suggests that this moiety oc
pies the bridge site.
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